Prof. Feynman At Assembly

Quantum mechanics Subject of talk

"Pseudoparticles at Atomic Dimensions" (another talk this week), Prof. Feynman (Academy of Sciences) will be the speaker. He will discuss how they are going to be used in the coming years, as well as the problems that are arising from this work.

Witty Speaker

After having Prof. Feynman speak, many people were looking forward to the conclusion of his talk. However, they were all surprised when he turned the audience around and started to speak in a very different way. He started to talk about his own experiences in quantum mechanics and how it has affected him personally.

Mr. F. S. & J. T. "Mr. F. S. & J. T. are a pair of identical twins who have been attending the same school for the past 10 years. They have always been very close and share many of the same interests. However, over the years, they have become increasingly different in their views on the world."

Prof. Gilbert Reports On German Economics

Herman N. Gilbert, professor of business economics at Caltech, has recently returned from Germany where he served as consultant on the staff of the U.S. State Department in Berlin. Germany. He spent a total of 18 months abroad from October 1949 to December 1951.

Economic Adviser

Prof. Gilbert's general assignment was to study German industrial and commercial trends and to advise several government agencies in Washington. He was particularly interested in the activities of the American Economic Association and the Federal Reserve Board of Governors.

During his time in Germany, he met with officials from several government agencies, including the Ministry of Economics and the Federal Reserve Bank. He also visited several major cities, including Berlin, Dusseldorf, and Munich, where he met with business leaders and academics.

Prof. Gilbert felt that the German economy was recovering from the war and that it was on the verge of economic growth. He believed that the German economy could be a model for other countries to follow.

He also commented on the impact of the German economy on the world economy. He felt that the German economy was a key player in the world economy and that its growth would have a positive impact on the world economy as a whole.

Prof. Gilbert's work in Germany has been widely acclaimed by economists and policy makers. His findings have been instrumental in shaping policy decisions in the United States and other countries.
The Beavers—Who They Are

Ever since its establishment in 1935, the Beavers has been one of the most misunderstood and misinformed organizations on the Caltech campus. However, within the ranks of the Beavers, there are some people without whom the organization could not function. The Beavers have long been described as a group of "men unskilled in the performance of service in all phases of student life," and as a result, it has been difficult to convince them of the importance of their work. But the Beavers are not as hopelessly deluged as they seem. They are an invaluable asset to the Caltech community.

Platform of Service

The platform of service of the Beavers is founded on the performance of service in all phases of student life. The Beavers performs no useful functions. The fact that most of its members are active in student body offices, and that many of them are willing to spend their time on important events at Tech.

Faculty Advisers

The Beavers also endeavors to develop student leadership, to improve "school spirit," and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers, who think a loss of 26 percent is nothing queer, strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers, who think a loss of 26 percent is nothing queer, strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers, who think a loss of 26 percent is nothing queer, strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers, who think a loss of 26 percent is nothing queer, strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers, who think a loss of 26 percent is nothing queer, strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers, who think a loss of 26 percent is nothing queer, strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers, who think a loss of 26 percent is nothing queer, strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers, who think a loss of 26 percent is nothing queer, strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting." The Beavers, who think a loss of 26 percent is nothing queer, strives to broaden the intellectual interests of the undergraduates in their activities, and to make the annual Beavers' election "interesting."
Oxy Hosts SCIC Trackfest Saturday
Pomona Ekes Out Narrow Win Over Beavers Trackmen

This Saturday afternoon the SCIC comes up its track season with the annual allconference meet at Oxy. White Owl is a heavy favorite to win the championship outright, but with the struggle for second will be fun and heavy. On the basis of interval times it figures to be Redlands, Pomona, and Tech, but it is difficult to predict just how it will all come out, since conditions in each event are much more the same.

Tiger Shift
Oxy's John Runnow probably will take the mile, while distance man Bob McMillan will have town over the half. The two mile should be a good race, with Oxy's Bill Sillom running 9:28 for the second place, and Tech's Don Craig running 9:27.

Photo Finish
Last Friday, Tech hosted Pomona in what turned out to be a close one. In the 2 mile race, the score was 4:54.45, with the balance of the kids running well.

Oxy's sprinter, not Roger Heimer, co-captain of the conference, won the 1800 record in 7:30, but Oxy's Jim Williams won the 2 mile race with a time of 9:02.

Good Marks
Best marks of the meet were probably Jim Kenigs' 13.8 in the 110 high hurdles (Continued on Page 4)

Gray's Pitching Beasts Whittier
Caltech's baseball team moved into a tie for first place in the conference last Saturday by beating Whittier 2 to 1. Gray in the meantime lost to Redlands two to one. Sargent did the pitching for the Beavers and did a beauti­ ful job, allowing six hits and two runs. The team was in there hanging on all the time. This was the first game this season in which the Beavers did not make any errors.

Win Oxy Game
Gray was also the big stick, batting in four runs. Two came in the fourth, after Johnson and Neumann singled and Pfifer sacrificed them to third, and two in the fifth.

Big inning
In the fifth the Beavers led off with a single. Then, with one out, a hit by Akin and Gray and Grady errors, the Whittier team scored seven runs and the Beavers fell to 101 in the second. After that, Sargent had trouble and Koons batted them in with the first hit of the game.


Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
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Oxy Unleashes Swim Strength

Last Friday the Oxy Tigers proved their wellness by coming out on top in their first two meets with Caltech, 56-24. In their course, in which both Tech and Caltech were held in the pool, Oxy's performance was expected to be a good one. In fact, it was.

On Herren Stoops
Top man on the team was H. Vernon Herren, who took first in the 15 minutes, winning in 19:30. Last week Herren rode another horse this time and came in 19:30.
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Grilled Start Spring Practice Next Week
Intra-squad Game Will Climax Practice; Prospects Look Good

Tournament Fork will again note to the calling of signals and the clash of leather as spring football practice gets under way this Monday at 4. Practice for the gridmen will be held tomorrow, Friday, at 11 in the athletic building, and Coach Bert Lafforte urges all experienced and prospective players to be there.

This looks like a long-awaited year for the Beavers with nearly all of last year's inter­ vening and some good men left up from the fresh, Bert expects to have done with that line. "Well, the boys tried hard, any way. And we think it's right. After time Techmen got rid of their defeatable attitude so they can give their wholehearted support toward a winning team.

Spring practice is scheduled to last four weeks and will culmi­ nate in a big intra­squad game Saturday, May 31, at which we'll get a chance to see the boys in action for the first time. So let's back up the gridmen with every thing we've got this year.

Beginning next week and running throughout spring practice, the sports department of the California Tech will run a series of articles on progress of the spring practice and prospects for the year, including all pertinent data on the team.

How to prepare for your draft defermnt aptitude test

How to prepare for your draft defermnt aptitude test

I

It's the sensible test. . . the 30 Day Camel Mildness Test, which asks you to try Came­ los as your steady smoke—on a park­ ing lot. . . in the light of a street lamp. . . in the rain. . . in any weather. . .

After you've enjoyed Camels—only Camels—for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), we believe you'd know why...

More People Smoke Camels than any other cigarette!
DuBridge On Commission

Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, president of Caltech, has accepted the invitation of Gov. Dwight D. Eisenhower to serve as a member of the new National Manpower Council established at Columbia University, it was learned here today.

Third Recent Appointment

This is Dr. DuBridge's third recent appointment. He has been named by President Eisenhower to serve on the Science Advisory Committee of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and also is a member of the Scientific Advisory Committee of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

The 15 members of the Commission, representing all college and university faculties, two presidents of national scientific organizations, two newspaper executives, and noted industrialists, businessmen, educators, administrative leaders, and professional organizations.

Ford Foundation Grant

To carry out the purpose of the council is to apprise the nation’s manpower resources in “a period of emergency,” according to Columbia President Eisenhower. He plans to participate in the group’s work whenever possible while on leave from Columbia as president-in-chief of the prestigious headquarters of the Allied Powers in Europe.

Bacheh Order of Committee

Prof. Robert B. Bacher of Caltech has been named chairman of the Committee on Atomic Energy in the University of California Institute of Defense Research and Development.

Dr. Bacher, who was the sole scientific member of the Atomic Energy Commission for two and one-half years, is professor of physics and chairman of the division of physics, astronomy, and astrophysics at the Institute of Technology.

His new appointment, announced by President UC, George E. B. Brehm, associate professor of physics at the University of Chicago, has said: “I am pleased to announce the new development in the field of research activities of the Department of Defense with those of the UC. The Committee on Atomic Energy, for example, will assist in the formation of the Atomic Energy Commission and the development of the.

Beebe Wins ASME Student Award

Wayne M. Beebo, senior mechanical engineer student at Caltech, is the winner of the ING student award of the ASME. During his four years at Caltech, Beebo has been active in various student organizations and has held a number of positions in the ASME. He has been a member of the Caltech Student Chapter of the ASME since his freshman year.

Campus Brewings

(Continued from Page 2)

voiced in the social schedule was filled by the Spring dinner dances and the Whittier formal. At the Sciophy Club event last week was held.

Beebo's paper was entitled "A New Method for Rapid Reduction of 1-Dimensional Strain Rodeo Recruit." Six Scholars Represented

Eleven computer-language expert speakers and the author of the book were present at the University of California, Los Angeles, on Saturday, March 13, in addition to Caltech and UC faculty members.

Buyer Also Raises

Professor of mechanical engineering at the Caltech student body, Beebo also represented the speakers to the tourney. Each campus spoke for five minutes and answered questions from the floor.

Doings

(Continued from Page 1)

The fourth and final point was won by the offense, and it was estimated that it would take 820 lb. to raise the standard of living of the 700 million Asian.

Answers to Problems

The answers to these problems are being worked out by the university's computer science department and the University of California. The department is in charge of developing a new computer language that can be used in a wide variety of applications.
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For the best in corsages

Call Sycomore 3-6803

Oxy Unleashes

(Continued from Page 3)

first in 50, and second in 100, which is usually her favorite race. Not and Dining committee met last week and decided to ask her for another date.

Another Blow

Jim Young, looking at least one staff, high-flight, high-speed, run out of gas as he was crossing Raymond Avenue on a clearance phase. The resulting fanate broke two boxes in the tell line and set the surrounding brush on fire. The blaze took five fire companies and five hours to put out and turned a larger region in the area in a heavy smoke.

Most of the Beaver statues lowered in their last times of the season. Such improvements levels well for the next, Caltech-Oxy meeting to take place in the FUC pool next Tuesday afternoon. If the results of some of the close games of last weekend are reversed at that time, victory will be.

Whittier Again

Tomorrow at FUC this Foosball again visit. An easy win is contemplated after the 16-18 loss of two weeks ago.

Forsports Roundup

(Continued from Page 3)

104 and 212.

Keller Breaks 40

Gene Keller put the shot in 40 last Friday. It was the first time any fresh has broken this year. At the rate Gene is improving, we can expect a victory for Tech in the event, and maybe even a record on the school record from 41.

Friday the swimming team will have its final meet of the season at 3:25. It will be a walk over for us if our men can only four seconds pieces taken by the other team.

The baseball team also lost at 3:25. This was closer than March's 34 game. The teams both broke 12-4. This Saturday the tennis and baseball teams turn to Whittier.

We highly recommend Carl's Caltech Barber's on Carl's Caltech Barber's near Lake

Bacher Head of Committee

Prof. Robert B. Bacher of Caltech has been named chairman of the Committee on Atomic Energy in the University of California Institute of Defense Research and Development.

Dr. Bacher, who was the sole scientific member of the Atomic Energy Commission for two and one-half years, is professor of physics and chairman of the division of physics, astronomy, and astrophysics at the Institute of Technology.
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J. Paul Shandy © Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil

Because He Flanked The Finger-Nail Test